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On and On

The long arm of the lawless
Anyone who’s watched Line of Duty
will know that all coppers are bent,
especially ones whose surnames
begin with an “H”. Except those in
AC12 of course – and, frankly,
they’re pretty dodgy. What you may
not know is that Fuzz is one of the
expert advisers who helps ensure the
TV programme is an authentic
portrayal of police life. Well, if she
isn’t, she should be. She was a very
experienced plain clothes officer.
When on duty she would normally
wear a blue and white horizontallystriped jumper, carry a big sack
marked “SWAG” on the side and
sport the kind of mask which would
get you slung out of Waitrose. You’d
never have spotted her.

Fuzz drew upon the experience of all
those years in the police canteen and
the pub over the road to marshal last
weekend’s run. Unfortunately, over
that long period of time she’d marked
up so many corpses at crime scenes
that she’d run out of chalk and had to
make do with the ground-up remains
of her truncheon. That meant that she
didn’t have enough dust to lay checks
on the trail so we were very rarely
given the chance to have a breather –
although Fuzz did allow us one
opportunity to have a rest when she
found a convenient bench to sit
herself down on.
The lack of checks wasn’t the only
departure from the rules as enshrined

Reservoir dogs … and bitches!
Fuzz
demonstrates
her traffic
direction
technique
in the holiest of hash relics, the Magna Cheater. One
thing you can take as a given is that when we run
across farmland the hare will have sought permission
from the owner. So, it came as a bit of a surprise
when we entered the first potato field that Fuzz
warned us: “I haven’t got permission to be here. In
fact I haven’t got any permissions at all”. So much
for the law of the land!
And that admission came soon after the GM had
taken pains to point out the need to abide by the
Code of Law introduced in Jersey in 1771. Not only
that, but it was the beginning of Holy Week as well.
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RAPIDLY RECEDING
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